Abstract-We present a new achievable rate region for the two-user binary-input classical-quantum broadcast channel. The result is a generalization of the classical Marton-Gelfand-Pinsker region and is provably larger than the best previously known rate region for classical-quantum broadcast channels. The proof of achievability is based on the recently introduced polar coding scheme and its generalization to quantum network information theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental tasks in quantum information theory is to determine the maximum possible rate at which information can be sent reliably from one party to another over a noisy communication channel. Indeed to show the achievability of a certain rate, one needs to prove the existence of a code, that is, an encoding and decoding scheme, that achieves this rate with vanishing error in the limit of many channel uses.
Network information theory centers on the study and analysis of communication rates in the multi-user setting, generalizing the single sender and receiver case. The broadcast channel is one the most fundamental channels in this field and, in the two-user case, it models the simultaneous communication between a single sender and two receivers. In the classical setting, there exist several schemes to prove that certain rate regions are achievable for the broadcast channel. Two of these schemes, which are of particular interest to us, are known as superposition coding [1] , [2] and binning [3] , also called multicoding. For the binning scheme, independent messages are sent simultaneously to both receivers and can be decoded by the respective receiver, according to an argument based on joint typicality. For the superposition scheme we exploit the fact that certain inputs are decodable by both receivers. Marton [3] combined both techniques in order to send private messages over the two-user broadcast channel, achieving the region now known as Marton's region. Later this result was extended by Gelfand and Pinsker [4] where a common message can be sent to both receivers, resulting in the so-called MartonGelfand-Pinsker region with common messages. Interestingly, it can be shown, in the classical setting, that even when we set the common rate in the Marton-Gelfand-Pinsker region to zero the resulting rate region is, in some cases, larger than Marton's region [5] .
Broadcast channels have also been generalized to the setting of classical-quantum communication [6] , [7] , [8] . To date the best known rate region for the classical-quantum channel has been established in [7] , [8] and it is a generalization of Marton's region in the classical case.
Arikan [9] recently introduced the now celebrated polar coding scheme for classical channels. Indeed Arikan showed that these codes can achieve the symmetric capacity of any classical single-sender single-receiver channel in the limit of many channel uses and, remarkably, that this can be done with a complexity O(N log N ) for encoding and decoding, where N is the number of channels used for communication. Moreover, polar codes make use of the effect of channel polarization, where a recursive construction is used to divide the instances of a channel into a fraction that can be used for reliable communication and a fraction that is nearly useless. The crucial feature is that the fraction of good channels is approximately equal to the symmetric capacity of the channel.
Polar codes have attracted great deal of attention and were generalized to many additional communication settings, such as the task of source coding [10] , [11] and universal coding for compound channels [12] , [13] .
Polar codes have also been generalized to the setting of sending classical information over quantum channels [14] , [15] , [16] , in addition to sending quantum information [17] , [18] , [19] . For the task of sending classical information, in addition to asymmetric channels [20] , the quantum setting has also been generalized to certain multi-user channels, namely the multiple access and interference channels and compound multiple access channel [21] , [20] . Recently polar codes have also been applied to the classical broadcast channel [22] , [23] . In [23] the authors show how polar codes can be used for the broadcast channel to achieve the Marton-Gelfand-Pinsker region with and without common messages.
In this work we will show that the approach of [23] can be used to achieve the Marton-Gelfand-Pinsker region with and without common messages for classical-quantum broadcast channels, giving rise to the largest known rate region for the classical-quantum broadcast channel.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section II we will state the necessary preliminaries and in Section III we show how to achieve the Marton-GelfandPinsker region for the broadcast channel using polar codes, before we conclude in Section IV.
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
We begin by introducing certain notation which will be used throughout the article, before defining necessary entropic quantities and measures.
In the remaining work u N 1 ≡ u N will denote a row vector (u 1 , . . . , u N ) and correspondingly u j i will denote, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , a subvector (u i , . . . , u j ). Note that if j < i then u j i is empty. Similarly, for a vector u N 1 and a set A ⊂ {1, . . . , N }, we write u A to denote the subvector (u i : i ∈ A).
A discrete classical-quantum channel W takes realizations x ∈ X of a random variable X to a quantum state, denoted ρ B x , on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H B ,
where each quantum state ρ x is described by a positive semi-definite operator with unit trace. We will take the input alphabet X = {0, 1} unless otherwise stated, and the tensor product W ⊗N of N channels is denoted by W N . To characterize the behavior of symmetric classicalquantum channels, we will make use of the symmetric Holevo capacity, defined as follows:
where the quantum mutual information with respect to a classical-quantum state ρ XB is given by
In the above, the von Neumann entropy H(ρ) is defined as H(ρ) ≡ − Tr{ρ log 2 ρ}. We will also make use of the conditional entropy defined as H(X|B) ρ = H(X) ρ − H(XB) ρ and the quantum conditional mutual information defined for a tripartite state ρ XY B as
We characterize the reliability of a channel W as the fidelity between the output states
with
Note that in the case of two commuting density matrices, ρ = i p i |i i| and σ = i q i |i i| the fidelity can be written as
Note that, the Holevo capacity and the fidelity can be seen as quantum generalizations of the mutual information and the Bhattacharya parameter from the classical setting, respectively (see, e.g., [9] ). We will also use the quantity
introduced in [19] , for a classical-quantum state ρ which can, again, be seen as quantum generalization of the Bhattacharya parameter, for a classical variable, now with quantum side information.
We will now define the two-user classical-quantum broadcast channel. The broadcast channel can be modeled mathematically as the triple X , W, H B1 ⊗ H B2 , with
The information processing task for the two-user classicalquantum broadcast channel is described as follows. The sender would like to communicate messages to both receivers. These messages are independent, but can also contain some common part for both receivers. The model is such that the first receiver only has access to the output system B 1 and therefore receives ρ
, similarly, the second receiver has ρ
. The sender chooses a message m k for each receiver from a message set M k = {1, · · · , 2 nR k }, and encodes her messages with the resulting the codeword x n (m 1 , m 2 ) ∈ X n . The receivers' corresponding decoding POVMs are denoted by {Λ m1 } and {Γ m2 }. The code is said to be a (n, R 1 , R 2 , ǫ)-code, if the average probability of error is bounded as follows
where the probability of error p e (m 1 , m 2 ) for a pair of messages (m 1 , m 2 ) is given by
with ρ
x n (m1,m2) the state resulting when the sender transmits the codeword x n (m 1 , m 2 ) through n instances of the channel. A rate pair (R 1 , R 2 ) is said to be achievable for the two-user classical-quantum broadcast channel described above if there exists an (n, R 1 , R 2 , ǫ)-code ∀ǫ > 0 and large enough n.
A. Polar codes for asymmetric channels
In this section we will review polar codes for achieving the capacity of asymmetric channels, for more details we refer to [20] . Essentially polar codes are described by a linear transformation given by x N = u N G N , where u N is the input sequence and
and B N is a permutation matrix known as a "bit reversal" operation [9] . This is called channel combining and transforms N single copies of a channel W to a channel W N . In the second step, called channel splitting, W N is used to define W (i) N as follows:
where
This is equivalent to a decoder which estimates, by the ith measurement, the bit u i , with the following assumptions: the entire output is available to the decoder, the previous bits u i−1 1 are correctly decoded and the distribution over the bits u N i+1 is uniform. The assumptions that all previous bits are correctly decoded is called "genie-aided" and can be ensured by a limited amount of classical communication prior to the information transmission. The decoder described above is thus a "genie-aided" successive cancellation decoder.
These two steps give rise to the effect of channel polarization, which ensures that the fraction of channels W as N goes to infinity through powers of two. This is one of the main insights of the work by Arikan [9] and the generalization in [15] to the classical-quantum setting (see [15] for a more detailed statement). To achieve the symmetric capacity we can now simply send information bits over the channels I(W (i) N ) ∈ (1 − δ, 1] and send prearranged "frozen" bits over the remaining channels.
It turns out that, the above approach essentially works for asymmetric channels as well, the crucial point to see this, is that the polar coding transform G N is its own inverse for binary inputs. We consider the reverse protocol of classical lossless compression. Hence we can use a uniformly distributed input sequence and transform it to a distribution suitable to achieve the asymmetric capacity of the channel. Due to a polarization effect we can use a fraction of size H(X) for the following channel coding. Note that in the special case of a symmetric channel the uniformity of the required input distribution simply gives a fraction H(X) = 1. It is shown in [20] that this approach achieves the asymmetric capacity
I(X; B).
This is a generalization of a result in [24] to the classicalquantum setting.
B. Alignment of polarized sets
From the definition of polar codes, it is clear that the set of channels which can be used for information transmission depend on the particular communication channel to be used. Polarizing, in a scenario with multiple possible channels, such as the case of compound channels, where one must code at rates which are achievable for all channels in a particular known a set of channels, will hence, lead to the situation where some synthesized channels are good for one channel but not for another, and vice versa. This problem can be solved by the technique of alignment [12] , which is described in detail for the classical-quantum compound channel in [20] . The main idea is to combine the channels which are good in one case with the channels good in the other by additional CNOT gates. Doing this recursively, we can halve the number of incompatible indices in every step. With the number of channels uses approaching infinity, we can minimize the number of incompatible indices.
III. BROADCAST CHANNEL A. Marton-Gelfand-Pinsker region for private messages
In this section we will show how to achieve the MartonGelfand-Pinsker region, initially without the use of common messages for classical-quantum broadcast channels using polar codes. Indeed, we will use the technique of alignment as explained in Section II-B to achieve the rate region
for the classical-quantum two-user broadcast channel described by a classical input X = ϕ(V, V 1 , V 2 ) and a quantum output ρ B1B2 x . Let V, V 1 , V 2 be auxiliary binary random variables with
be a deterministic function. Without loss of generality we consider a broadcast channel such that I(V ; B 1 ) ≤ I(V ; B 2 ). With G n the usual polar coding transformation, set
The variable U n (1) carries the message of the first user, while U n (0) and U n (2) carry the message of the second user. To exploit the technique of superposition, we take U n 0 to be decodable by both receivers, while V carries information only for the second receiver. The variables V 1 , V 2 correspond to the binning scheme and can only be decoded by one receiver, respectively.
To handle these additional auxiliary variables we use the polarization technique used to achieve the asymmetric capacity of a channel introduced in Section II-A. Hence we introduce sets to determine the polarization of the probability distribution for the input and the channel independently. Define for l ∈ {1, 2}, the following sets, with interpretations provided below,
) ≤ δ n }, which due to the polarization effect satisfy
Note that the polarization of the classical quantities follows from polar codes for classical source coding [10] , while the polarization of the quantities with quantum side information is shown in [19] . Intuitively H V and L V describe the polarization of the random variable V and correspond to whether or not the ith bit is nearly completely deterministic given the previous bits, respectively. Similarly H V |B l and L V |B l determine whether the lth receiver can decode bits knowing the previous inputs and all outputs.
have the same interpretation, with the additional side information from first decoding V . H V1|V,V2 and L V1|V,V2 handle the indices decoded by the first user, with assumed knowledge of V and V 2 , while in our case that user does not have access to the latter.
Recall that U n (0) can be decoded by both users but only contains information for the second one. Define I bin = H V2|V ∩ L V |B2 we denote the set of indices which can be decoded by the second receiver. U n (1) only needs to be decoded by the first user and also only contains information for that user. The set I
(1) = H V1|V ∩ L V |B1 denotes the indices which the first receiver can decode reliably. We also have to take into account that the first user cannot decode U n (2) therefore the indices in the set F (1) = L V1|V,V2 ∩H V1|V ∩H V1|V,B1 are critical.
We now use, in total, three different steps of alignment construction as described in Section II-B and illustrated in Figure III -A. First we handle U n (0) . By definition these variables should be decoded by both receivers and contain information only for the second one. We simply use the alignment technique for classical-quantum channels to send the message assigned for the second receiver to both of them. By the assumption that I(V ; B 1 ) ≤ I(V ; B 2 ) we conclude that we can reliably send I(V ; B 1 ) of information to both users. We know that whenever I(V ; B 1 ) is not equal to I(V ; B 2 ) there will be unaligned indices remaining. Lets call this set B (2) . In the second step we choose a subset B
(1) of I (1) such that |B
(1) | = |B (2) |. We can then align these two subsets and therefore raise the number of indices from U n (0) , which both receivers can decode, to I(V ; B 2 ).
In the third step we need to cope with the fact that the first user cannot decode the informations in F (1) . Again choose a subset R bin of I (1) such that |R bin | = |F (1) |. We use R bin to repeat the information for the first user in F (1) of the following block.
In order to get the correct order for the successive cancellation decoder, we will encode U n (0) and U n (2) forward, while U n (1) will be decoded backwards. Moreover, the first receiver decodes U n (0) and U n (1) forwards, while the second receiver decodes U n (0) and U n (2) backwards. Now if we let the number of blocks approach infinity, we can calculate the rate for the first receiver as follows
We can also calculate the rate for the second receiver
Finally note that if we swap the role of the two receivers, the set B
(2) will be empty due to the assumption that I(V ; B 1 ) ≤ I(V ; B 2 ), therefore we can achieve the rates
For the classical case it is known [23] that these two rate pairs coincide with the Marton-Gelfand-Pinsker rate region. The proof can be directly translated to the setting of classical quantum communication and therefore our scheme achieves the rate region stated in Equation 14 .
B. Marton-Gelfand-Pinsker region with common messages
We can simply extend our coding scheme in Section III-A to include the transmission of a common message for both receivers, by noting that the information sent via U n (0) can be reliably decoded by both users. Therefore we can use these indices to send an amount of information equal to min{I(V ; B 1 ), I(V ; B 2 )} to both users. This leads to the rate region Fig. 1 . Coding for the broadcast channel. Indices in dotted subsets are considered to be good for a specific receiver denoted by the associated set. Arrows indicate the alignment process. For a colored version of this figure see [20] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that, using polar coding, it is possible to achieve a new rate region for classical-quantum broadcast channel, which coincides with the classical Marton-GelfandPinsker region and is larger than the previously known rate regions for this channel. Hence this work gives an example where polar coding can be used to prove the achievability of new rate regions.
